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 This is one of my first mods and it has been a great learning experience. I started this mod on January 9th 2018. ♦︎Stickied CE
by vanillaCold - With this mod you have the free XYZ part . This mod has started on January 16th 2018 and ended February 4th

2018. This was my first mod, which I started just to test something but it ended up having so many features I never thought I
would get it finished. Towards a Better CE! by dr_doomzzz - This mod is the best there is, It fixes every known bug and

removes every bad thing from the CE and with the new features it adds you'll never have to play with a broken CE again. A
Completely new Direction: - One of the most annoying bugs in games and mods is that in many mods the CE doesn't load

correctly from the game. When the mod is loaded it will always load up the first cell in the CE. It does load other cells but it
always loads the same cell. I wanted to fix this. If you want to load different cells than the first one, you have to play with the

mod files. Find More: - This mod is huge! It has way too many different features. It includes: - A completely new format for the
CE - Fixing all known bugs - And a lot of features I am still working on Features: - Cell editing - Cell Layout - Commands -

Save Cell Changes - And A Lot More! Disclaimer: The great things about this mod are that I can say this mod is 100% free and
I don't make any money off of it. If you get enjoyment from playing with this mod then this is a great way to show that. I also
really do not like that I don't have credits on this because I think it is important for people to know who their mods are created
by. I made this CE so that I didn't have to waste time trying to figure out the bugs in the ones I downloaded before. How to use:

To get the most out of this mod you will need to open the CE and save it to a file on your computer. The CE will have a file with
the name of your mod inside of it. If you need to fix a CE that didn't work for whatever reason you will need to rename that CE

file and use that one instead. The CE file is the only 82157476af
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